Operation planning for a coordinated multi-reservoir is a complex and challenging task due to the inherent uncertainty in inflow. In this study, we suggest the use of a new, multi-stage and scenariobased stochastic linear program with a recourse model incorporating the meteorological weather prediction information for daily, coordinated, multi-reservoir operation planning. Stages are defined as prediction lead-time spans of the weather prediction system. The multi-stage scenarios of the stochastic model are formed considering the reliability of rainfall prediction for each lead-time span.
INTRODUCTION
Coordinated, multi-reservoir system, operation planning is essentially the task of the optimum allocation of water among the dams in the system to determine the storage level and release quantity of each reservoir over the planning period. Most of the analytic frameworks for multi-reservoir system operation involving deterministic optimization and simulation models were established in the 1970s and early 1980s (Yazicigil et al. 1983; Can & Houck 1984) . Yeh (1985) , Wurbs (1993) and Labadie (2004) provided extensive lists of references on the use of simulation and optimization methods in reservoir-system operation. However, we cannot ignore uncertainties such as the uncertainty of parameter values, input data, uncertainty associated with projections of future demands, or uncertainty of inflow. Sensitivity analysis or parametric programming techniques were used to analyze the risk and uncertainty of parameter or input data. These techniques can help estimate the extent to which we need to reduce these uncertainties. In this study, we use a scenario-based, stochastic linear programming approach to cope with the inflow uncertainty because it is a clear source of uncertainty. We assume that demand uncertainties in water supply planning are less significant than the inflow uncertainty. Setting water demand as a constraint is Many stochastic optimization models such as stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) (Loucks et al. 1981; Yakowitz 1982; Stedinger et al. 1984) , chance-constrained programming (CCP) (ReVelle et al. 1969; Houck 1979) , two-stage stochastic linear programming (SLP) with recourse (Seifi & Hipel 2001) and multi-stage stochastic programming (Pereira & Pinto 1985; Jacobs et al. 1995; Watkins et al. 2000; Kracman et al. 2006 ) have been studied to deal with inflow uncertainty. SDP models can generate effective and feasible release policies for every possible reservoir storage state in each month. However, SDP usually requires discrete state variables and is limited by the so-called "curse of dimensionality" (Yeh 1985; Pereira & Pinto 1985) . CCP is focussed on the reliability of the solution, which sets a minimum requirement on the probability of constraint satisfaction. This problem can be converted to a general deterministic linear programming problem, but it is often non-convex unless the right-hand side has a log-concave multivariate probability density function (Pré kopa 1995) . Hence, SLP seems to be the most practical approach to deal with the inflow uncertainty.
Two-stage SLP with recourse has been applied for longterm planning under uncertainty since it was first proposed by Dantzig (1955) and Beale (1955) . In the first stage, the non-anticipative planning level decisions ("here and now") are usually determined independently of the subsequent variations in random scenarios, and then the control or operational decisions are made with consideration for the feasibility in the second stage, which is called a "recourse" action. The two-stage SLP can be expanded to a multi-stage problem. A finite number of the scenarios, corresponding to sequences of realizations of random variables at each stage, must be specified to apply the multi-stage SLP with recourse (Dupač ová et al. 2000) . The multi-stage SLP for reservoir operation seems to be a viable approach if we can identify stages at which a decision is required, and when release decisions taken at any stage of the decision process do not depend on future realizations of the inflows or on future release decisions. However, it has the shortcoming that the problem size of the deterministic equivalent of multi-stage SLP is usually very large and grows exponentially with the number of decision stages and linearly with the number of scenarios at each stage (Seifi & Hipel 2001) . To overcome these difficulties, many solution methods such as the L-shaped algorithm (Van Slyke & Wets 1969; Wets 1988) , Benders decomposition approaches (Jacobs et al. 1995) , Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (Dantzig & Madansky 1961) and interior-point methods (Ponnambalam et al. 1989; Seifi & Hipel 2001) have been proposed. However, with the increasing computing power and development of many solution packages (CPLEX, MSLiP-OSL, OSL-SP, etc.), the choice or construction of a suitable model, that takes into account the nature of the real-life problem, input data characteristics, software availability and computer technology, has become more important than algorithmic development (Dupač ová et al. 2000) .
Most of the SLP models for operation planning of coordinated multi-reservoirs are applied to long-term operational planning (Pereira & Pinto 1985; Jacobs et al. 1995; Watkins et al. 2000; Kracman et al. 2006) . Seifi & Hipel (2001) suggested the use of two-stage SLP with a simple recourse model, using the interior-point method for the monthly operation of the Great Lakes. In this study, we suggest the use of multi-stage SLP with recourse for daily reservoir operation. Although the suggested model looks similar to other SLP models since it follows the general structure of multi-stage SLP, the problem nature of our model is quite different from others. Our model is unique in that the stages are defined as prediction lead-time spans of the weather prediction system, multiple objectives are utilized, and the model is designed for direct application to real-time operation.
Most of the studies on daily operation or real-time operation use deterministic approaches (Yazicigil et al. 1983; Mujumdar & Ramesh 1997; Eschenbach et al. 2001; Turgeon 2005; Kim et al. 2005) . However, deterministic models are incapable of considering hedging decisions and the risk of water supply shortage or flooding against the inherent uncertainty of the inflow. In this study, we attempted to use SLP for the daily real-time operation simulation of multiple reservoirs in the Nakdong River Basin in Korea, and investigated possibility of using SLP for real-time daily operation. The probable benefits are evaluated and the results are summarized in the fourth section. Jacobs et al. (1995) suggested the use of a stochastic optimization model for medium-term optimal operation planning for PG&E's hydroelectric generation. Unlike ours, there is no report on the real benefits that might be obtained as a result of implementing the multi-stage SLP for medium-term planning operation. They formulated a scenario tree and forecasted the streamflow by using the characteristics of snowpack; furthermore, they indeed defined the stages based on the accuracy of streamflow forecasting. However, their model is designed to find optimal scheduling of hydroelectric generation and is unsuitable for multi-reservoir systems such as the Korean hydrologic basin, where water supply is the primary purpose and snowpack is not a significant factor.
Since we wanted to have a multi-stage SLP model for real-time daily reservoir operation planning, we built the multi-stage scenario tree considering both the accuracy of short-term, mid-term or long-term meteorological forecasts, but unlike Watkins et al. (2000) or Kracman et al. (2006) , we generated streamflow scenarios using the rainfall -runoff model with meteorological forecasting information in order to preserve the spatial and serial correlations. In this study, we formulate a multiperiod, multi-stage, SLP model to derive an efficient daily release plan for each reservoir and we suggest the use of it for daily, coordinated, multi-reservoir operation planning. The multi-stage scenarios for the stochastic model are formulated considering the reliability of the future inflow prediction for a specified forecasting leadtime. The future inflows are generated by a rainfall -runoff model based on the rainfall forecasts. In Korea, we rely on two climate modelling systems which are both operated by the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA). One is the global data assimilation and prediction system (GDAPS) and the other is the regional data assimilation and prediction system (RDAPS). GDAPS is a numerical climate modelling system designed to predict weather condition by dividing the global atmospheric domain into vertical levels and horizontal resolutions using ocean wave profile and synoptic observations, including satellite retrieval data. RDAPS is also a numerical modelling system with high resolution 3D grids designed to predict regional weather condition, using GDAPS as its temporal boundary condition. It uses more enriched and detailed regional asynoptic data, such as wind and moisture profile, temperature, automatic weather station and radar data, to predict local precipitation. The type of rainfall prediction model for each prediction lead-time is selected based upon the viability and accuracy of the prediction. For short-term (2 days) rainfall forecasting, RDAPS is applied. The GDAPS is used for mid-term (10 days) rainfall forecasts. After the tenth day (third stage), the daily historical rainfall data are applied. The model becomes essentially a large-scale, linear programming model (comprising over 180,000 columns and 120,000 rows), and was solved using the mathematical programming solver, CPLEX 9.0. In the following section, the model formulation is presented. The third section presents a case study in which a simulation of daily reservoir operation for the Nakdong River Basin in Korea under uncertainty is performed under the realtime operational environment. In the fourth section, we evaluate the value of the stochastic model based on Birge's measure (Birge & Louveaux 1997) . The conclusions and future extensions are presented in the final section.
MODEL FORMULATION
To derive an efficient daily release plan for each reservoir, a multi-period, multi-stage, SLP with recourse model is 
Multi-stage inflow scenario tree
In order to elaborate the inflow uncertainty in the decision process explicitly, scenario-based multi-stage stochastic optimization is applied. A multi-stage scenario tree enables us to keep track of uncertain decision states following the model of rainfall prediction.
The accuracy of two-day rainfall forecasts has been improved by the increased meteorological information available due to the significantly better understanding of the climatic system. Accordingly, the accuracy of the streamflow forecast has also been improved with the advance of computer modelling technology in hydrological science. However, rainfall forecasting is still not reliable if the prediction lead-time is longer than 10 days.
The multi-stage inflow scenario tree is built considering both the accuracy and reliability of short-term meteorological forecasts. The accuracy of the streamflow forecasting is dependent upon the quality of the rainfall forecasting for different lead-time spans. In the model, stages are defined as time spans corresponding to the available meteorological forecast information, as shown in Figure 1 .
In the first stage (first 2 days), the rainfall forecast using information from RDAPS is applied. As RDAPS provides only 2 days' forecasts twice a day, we set 2 days as the time span of the first stage. In the second stage (from the third to the tenth day), the rainfall forecasts from the GDAPS are linked to the previous data, and the historical minimum and maximum rainfall information are supplemented because the accuracy of GDAPS forecasts are not sufficient. As GDAPS forecasts can provide meteorological information for 10 days once a day, 10 days were set as the end of the time span of the second stage.
After the tenth day (third stage), the rainfall forecasts are unreliable so the observed daily precipitation data from every year available in the historical records were concatenated to obtain the ESP (Day 1985) .
Although the multiple scenarios based on the historical inflow after the tenth day in the third stage are not reliable, it is crucial for non-anticipating decisions to attain the final storage target, taking into account the risk of serious flooding or drought in the sequential decisions. For the case of the realtime operation, only the first-stage decision is adopted with the good prospect of achieving the final storage target for each streamflow scenario. Therefore, the model's planning horizon is designed from today to the end of the month, and more than 10 days of multiple scenarios are required.
The statistics of the 2-day RDAPS rainfall forecasts are compared with automatic weather system (AWS) observations in Table 1 (KWRA (Korea Water Resources Association) 2003). In Table 1 , the average correlation coefficient (CC) between RDAPS and AWS is 0.7358, which confirms the appropriateness of RDAPS forecasts for water resources planning. The statistics of the 10-day GDAPS rainfall forecasts are summarized in Table 2 (KWRA 2003) . In Table 2 , the average CC between GDAPS and AWS is 0.6416, which means the GDAPS forecasts are less reliable than the RDAPS forecasts, but is still useful information for mid-term forecasts.
The procedures to generate the inflow scenario using the rainfall forecasts information are represented in 
Framework of the model
The deterministic equivalent of our multi-stage SLP conceptual model is written as follows:
where M 2 , M 3 are the set of indices of divergence arcs at stages 2 and 3, respectively, in the scenario tree; k L is the path (the set of arcs) at the Lth stage in the scenario tree;
x k L is the set of decision vectors, such as release and storage of each reservoir at the Lth stage; C k L is a vector of cost coefficients for x k L . In order to relate this conceptual representation to our specific application, the vector of cost coefficients at the Lth stage (C k L ) becomes the composite cost coefficients composed of costs for shortage of water demand, spill, storage and hydroelectric energy objectives.
A more detailed description is summarized later in this section; ap(k L )is the immediate ancestor path (set of arcs) of the 2000) . In this study, we used CPLEX 9.0.
Objective function
The model has multiple objectives. The objective function is defined as the weighted sum of each objective function value in Equation (7):
where c i L is the cost coefficient vector of the ith objective described in Table 3 at the Lth stage; and Z t;v i is the ith objective value in Table 3 at time period t with scenario v.
In our application, stages are defined as prediction lead time spans, and the first-stage decision is made during the time period from t ¼ 1 to t ¼ 2. And at the first stage, we have only one scenario. The planning variable at the first stage is the release decision at each dam, which is made before the inflows are revealed, whereas the second-stage decisions are allowed to adapt to the revealed inflow except the ones that were determined at the first stage and set by the nonanticipativity constraint. The objective functions and their priorities and basic weights are summarized in Table 3 .
Some of the objectives are presented for the purpose of specifying a target for the goal programming.
Highest preemptive precedence is granted to minimize the constraint violation for hedging against varying inflow scenarios in the stochastic model. The second precedence is
given to the minimum requirement flow objective at each control point. The minimum requirement flow is an operational constraint, but we specified it as the goal to be attained by applying an extremely high penalty in order to avoid the infeasibility problem. The shortage of water demand is also minimized by applying a very high weight to the penalty.
The daily operation model is supposed to attain monthly storage targets of each reservoir at the end of the month. We assumed that the monthly target storage can be assessed by a stochastic monthly operating model in the higher hierarchy of the decision process. Either two-stage SLP model (Lee et al. 2006) or the sampling SDP model (Kim et al. 2007 ) based on ESP can be used to provide the monthly storage targets. For successful daily operation, the trade-off analysis between storage maximization and release for hydroelectric energy generation has to be made in multiobjective analysis as demonstrated by Kim et al. (2005) .
However, such analysis is not the focus of this study.
The primary purpose of reservoir operation in Korea is water conservation for safe water supply. Therefore, we tried to minimize the spillage at the basin outlet from the perspective of basin-wide water conservation rather than at each dam site individually (Kim & Park 1998a, b; Kim et al. 2000) . We also included the storage maximization objective. Keeping a high water level may increase the future safe water supply capability. To maximize hydroelectric energy generation, an iterative linear approximation technique associated with hydroelectric energy generation is used.
The hydroelectric energy is calculated using the equation
This calculation involves a nonlinear term, which is described by the product of two variables, head (H t ) and flow (Q t ). So the hydroelectric energy function is approximated by kWH
£ 1 £ hours t as suggested by Loucks et al. (1981) , which is the first-order linear approximation of the hydroelectric energy function. Starting with the estimated average head, h 0 t , and flow, q 0 t , we solve the linearized mathematical model iteratively until we find a convergent optimal pair of head (H t ) and flow (Q t ) parameters, which are used to identify the acceptable optimal average flow and head corresponding to the coordinated optimal release and storage levels among the dams in the basin. The results of the hydroelectric energy generation are usually well matched with those in the historical records, if we use appropriate turbine head-flow-efficiency curves and assume efficient operation, during the post-analysis phase (Kim 1999) .
Model constraints
The model is formulated as the multi-stage SLP model based on the multi-period optimization with embedded dynamic network flow. The network flow diagram of the Nakdong River Basin in Korea is represented in Figure 3 . We classified the nodes into eight types which are represented in the legend of Figure 3 . Each node has its own characteristics. The sub-basin is the super-source of the network flow. The reservoir storage is described by the flow into carryover nodes, which stores water from one period to the next. The use of carryover nodes therefore means that the network flow can be modelled by the multi-period, dynamic network model. The storage capacity of the reservoir is also divided into multiple zones, each of which is represented by a segment of the carryover nodes corresponding to the storage zones of the reservoir (Kim et al. 2000) . (e) Spillage constraints to prevent spillage unless the water storage level is higher than the spillway crest elevation.
Most Korean dams have spillways with radial gates which allow the overflow release to be controlled. No dams are equipped with river outlets or sluiceways, except for hydroelectric and emergency release. Hence, spillage is modelled specifically by mixed integer variables which prevent spillage when the storage level is under the spillway crest elevation.
(f) Non-anticipativity constraints for the daily release decision at each divergence point in the scenario tree.
These constraints have to coincide for the scenarios which have a common path up to each divergence point.
CASE STUDY: NAKDONG RIVER BASIN IN KOREA
We applied the model to the daily operation of the Nakdong River Basin, multi-reservoir system in Korea.
Basin outlook
The Nakdong River Basin is the second largest watershed in the Korean peninsula, as shown in Figure 4 . It occupies approximately 23,817 km 2 , which constitutes about 24% of the South Korean land area. It is located in the temperate region, with four distinct seasons. The annual average precipitation is about 1,231 mm, two-thirds of which falls between June and September. There are 7 dams (5 multipurpose and 2 water supply) operating in parallel. In this study, we considered the 4 major multipurpose dams, excluding the 3 small dams. 
Scenario generation
The streamflow scenarios are generated for the daily stochastic model using RRFS with meteorological forecast information. The first-stage scenarios are generated by RRFS with RDAPS rainfall forecast input data. The The accuracy of the generated streamflow is represented in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of the generated streamflow using the historical mean, maximum and minimum rainfall, RDAPS rainfall forecasts and GDAPS rainfall forecasts. MAPE is the average of the absolute values of the relative error rate between generated streamflow and observed streamflow. It represents forecasting error, regardless of seasonal flow fluctuation.
The accuracy of the generated streamflow is very low due to the uncertainty of the streamflow in nature, as shown in Figure 5 . However, MAPE of the streamflow generated from meteorological forecasts of RDAPS and GDAPS is lower than that of historical rainfall. The streamflow generated using the RDAPS rainfall forecasts tends to have the smallest error among all forecasts. However, the forecasting lead-time span of RDAPS information is only 2 days. For the mid-term (up to 10 days), GDAPS information is available. The streamflow from GDAPS rainfall forecasts is better than that from the historical average or maximum: however, it is not sufficiently accurate from a practical point 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We perform a real-time simulation under uncertainty, in which we assume that historical inflow will occur during We evaluate the added value gained by using a stochastic model in a real-time environment based on the value of information concept (Birge & Louveaux 1997) . The expected value of perfect information (EVPI) and the value of the stochastic solution (VSS) are evaluated. EVPI is the difference between WS (wait-and-see, the solution of perfect information) and the stochastic solution of the recourse problem (RP), which measures the value of perfect information about the future. WS is the expected or average return, in the long run, if we have had perfect information before a decision was made. To calculate this value, we choose the best alternative for each presumed scenario and multiply its payoff with the probability of occurrence of that scenario. As a result, WS is the ideal return we can achieve.
RP can be defined as the expected or average return of the nonanticipativity decision with a stochastic model when the assumed scenarios in the stochastic model are reproduced.
To evaluate this value, we choose the best decision for hedging against varying inflows and calculate the expected value when the best decision is applied to all presumed scenarios. RP is the return attainable in the long run.
VSS is the difference between RP and EV (the solution from the expected value problem). It measures the benefit of the stochastic model compared to the decision with no information. EV can be defined as the expected value with no information in the long run, in the absence of any information before a decision is made.
To calculate this value, we choose the best solution for average inflow of the presumed scenarios and calculate the expected value when the solution is applied to all presumed scenario.
WS, RP and EV are defined as the expected return of the operation results using the model when the projected scenarios in the stochastic model are reproduced based on the value of information concept (Birge & Louveaux 1997) .
However, it is almost impossible to expect that the inflow scenarios assumed will be reproduced exactly in the daily operation. In real-time operation, the release plans are updated every day. Therefore, although the meaning is not exact in the truest sense, we interpreted the "expected return" in WS, RP and EV as being the results of the real-time operation using the release plan from the model;
WS with the perfect rainfall information, RP with the probabilistic forecasting information on the multi-stage, scenario tree and EV with the historical average rainfall information.
We compared the real-time simulation results of the stochastic model with those of deterministic models that were divided into two cases: one with no information (use only the average inflow information) and the other with perfect information. To evaluate the value of the meteorological forecasts, we performed two separate, real-time simulation studies according to the existence of the forecasted meteoro- A box plot of the results of the real-time simulation for 20 years is depicted in Figure 6 . The variance of EV average storage is larger than that of RP and WS, which indicates that EV is more influenced by the future inflow uncertainty.
The spill results confirm that WS and RP can cope with the flooding condition of the high flow scenario effectively by reserving appropriate flood control capacity of the reservoir in advance. The amount of hydroelectric energy generation of RP and WS is also larger than that of the EV case for all inflow scenarios. Table 7 . Table 8 presents a comparison of the results with and without meteorological information.
As shown in Table 7 As shown in Table 8 , the comparison of performance with and without meteorological information confirms the improved result obtained with the added value of the meteorological information. The spill amount is decreased by 293 MCM (30% of the RP rate) using the improved streamflow forecast generated with the meteorological information. The average storage and hydroelectric energy generation are In addition, we evaluated the cases in which only one meteorological forecast is availableL RDAPS or GDAPS. In the RDAPS case (i.e. employing RDAPS forecasting information at the first stage) we applied the historical average rainfall instead of GDAPS forecasts at the second stage because the forecasting lead-time of RDAPS is only 2 days. In the GDAPS case, we used GDAPS information all the way from the first stage to the second stage without RDAPS information. The results are summarized in Table 9 .
It shows that the use of only RDAPS information or only GDAPS information is more efficient than that of using no meteorological information. 
